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Network analysis allows investigators to explore the many
facets of brain networks, particularly the proliferation of
disease using graph theory tomodel the diseasemovement.
The disruption in brain networks in Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
is due to the abnormal accumulation of beta-amyloid plaques
and tau protein tangles. In this study, the potential use
of percolation centrality to study the movement of beta-
amyloid plaques, as a feature of given PET image-based net-
works, is studied. The PET image-based network construc-
tion is possible using the public access database - Alzheimer’s
DiseaseNeuroimaging Initiative, which provided 1522 scans,
of which 429 are of AD patients, 583 of patients with mild
cognitive impairment, and 510 of cognitively normal. For
each image, the Julich atlas provides 121 regions of inter-
est/network nodes. Additionally, the influential nodes for
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each scan are calculated using the collective influence algo-
rithm. Through this study, it is possible to use percolation
centrality values to indicate the regions of interest that re-
flect the disease’s spread and show potential use for early
AD diagnosis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) shows the re-
gions of interest for which percolation centrality is a valid
measure, irrespective of the tracer type. A multivariate lin-
ear regression between the percolation centrality values for
each of the nodes and psychometric assessment scores re-
veals that models Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
scores performed better than ones with Neuropsychiatric
Inventory Questionnaire (NPIQ) scores as the target vari-
able. Similar to ANOVA, the multivariate linear regression
yields regions of interest for which percolation centrality
is a good differentiator. Finally, a ranking of the regions
of interest is made based on the collective influence algo-
rithm to indicate the anatomical areas strongly influencing
the beta-amyloid network.
K E YWORD S
Brain Connectivity, PET, Percolation Centrality, Alzheimer’s
Disease, Graph theory, Collective Influence

1 | INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease predominantly stands out when
it comes to neurodegenerative diseases—affecting the
middle-age (early-onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD)) and
the old-age (Late-onset AD) human population. Current
projections are estimated to cost about 2 Trillion USDol-
lars by 2030[1], affecting 75 million individuals by the
same year. The indirect costs are estimated to be about
244 billion US Dollars[2]. With no sight of a cure for
AD and with increasing cases, early diagnosis and active
management is the key to tackling this disease for now.
The ability to predict the disease’s progression with high
accuracy helps design a suitable treatment regime at an
early stage, thereby bringing the disease’s management
to an affordable cost range.

Current methods of diagnosis of the disease include
both non-invasive and invasive techniques of investiga-
tions ranging from Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
scans or Cerebral Spinal Fluid (CSF) analysis to bedside
pen and paper-based questionnaires; each with its pros
and cons. The ability to accurately determine that the
dementia is due to Alzheimer’s is of utmost importance,
followed by the ability to indicate the severity of the dis-
ease, which is a unique challenge.

A combination of techniques or criteria is currently
employed to detect and determine the extent of demen-
tia due to AD. Methods include family history, psychi-
atric history for cognitive and behavioral changes, which
is then followed by psychometric assessments such as
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [3], Frontal As-
sessment Battery[4], and the Neuropsychiatric Inven-
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tory Questionnaire (NPIQ)[5]. Others include Genetic
testing[6] for markers of AD, the apolipoprotein-e4
(APOE-e4)[7], or the use of blood testing or brain imag-
ing to rule out dementia due to other factors. The use
of PET imaging[8] and lumbar puncture[9] to determine
the levels of beta amyloids in either of them beyond the
normal levels is the current standard of practice for the
determination of dementia due to AD[10, 11].

Positron Emission Tomography or PET imaging in-
volves the use of radiopharmaceuticals such as 2-
[P18PF] fluoro-2-Deoxy-D-glucose (PFDG), florbetapir-
fluorine-18 (AV45), or 11C-Pittsburgh compound B
(PiB). Among these, FDG has been used for nearly 20
years now. In contrast, AV45 and PiB[12] are compar-
atively newer and different in terms of the image con-
struction mechanism; both AV45 and PiB bind to the
beta-amyloid and vary only in their half-life. AV45 has
a half-life of 109.75 minutes and PiB, 20 minutes[13].
In contrast, FDG indicates the neuronal activity based
on glucose consumption by the neuronal cells in that re-
gion.

The application of network analysis/graph theory
to anatomical neural networks has proved useful in un-
derstanding the brain connectivity[14, 15] deviations
under various psychological and neurological disease
states. Network analysis on neuroimaging data such as
EEG, MEG, fMRI, and PET scans proves to be useful to
show the variation between a cognitively normal popu-
lation versus other diagnostic states using various graph-
theoretic metrics[16, 17].

Network analysis on AD is a practical application
wherein it describes the Alzheimer’s brain network’s
behavior. Connectivity analysis using fMRI and EEG
data reports provides mixed responses; when compar-
ing AD patients and the control group[18], there is an
increase or decrease in the network’s connectivity. A
reduction in connectivity could explain the cortical at-
rophy/disruption of the network. An increase could ex-
plain the compensatory mechanism[19].

Network Analysis on PET images around ADmainly
revolve around learning models or are limited to trac-
ers that focus on the metabolic networks and the asso-
ciated deviations of these networks[20]. Other meth-

ods include applying algorithms to the raw PET im-
ages to recognize patterns to resolve differences be-
tween healthy controls and patients with neurodegen-
eration [21]. Recent methods include genetic and pro-
tein markers to improve the predicting the course of
the disease[22]. These methods rely on a considerable
amount of data points and equally reliable computing
hardware; this is currently a challenge. Given that AD
diagnosis is a global challenge, a method that works well
in a spectrum of nations, from developed countries such
as the United States to rural hospitals of southeast Asia
or Africa[2].

To address this challenge, we propose applying
graph theoretic methods on PET images to understand
the advancement of beta-amyloids. The main benefit of
adding this method is that

1. This does not introduce any new steps for data col-
lection from the patient and, at the same time

2. adds value to the existing data by computing the
percolation centrality of a given node at a given time

Percolation centrality is defined as the proportion
of ‘percolated paths’ that pass through that node; this
measure quantifies the relative impact of nodes based
on their topological connectivity, as well as their perco-
lated states. In other words, it is one such graph metric
that looks at the extent to which a given node within
a network has percolated information or can percolate
information. The volume of information transmitted via
a given node is provided by the values ranging from 0.0
to 1.0[23, 24]. Prior exploration of percolation centrality
on disease networks[25, 26, 27, 28] and percolation cen-
trality in disease networks of the brain[29] have shown
this as a promising metric for brain network investiga-
tion.

The knowledge on the application of percolation
centrality on human PET-image based networks is
scarce in the present time. This work aims at adding
knowledge to the gap. Collective influence, on the other
hand, provides a minimum set of nodes or regions of the
interest that can transfer information or spread disease
with ease with optimal spread[30] based on the optimal
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percolation theory. By examining the network for the
minimum set of nodes, this set will provide the regions
of interests within the brain that optimally move beta-
amyloid, which can disrupt the normal functioning of
the existing neural networks.

Thus, the ability to detect the disease and predict
the rate of progression of the disease at an early stage
is imperative. To this end, the study aims to answer two
main questions: 1) Can percolation centrality measure
be used to determine the percolation of beta-amyloids
within the brain? 2) Can the collective influence algo-
rithm provide a minimum set of nodes that are vital to
the AD network?

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
Based on the tracer agents used for acquiring the PET
images, each diagnostic state subset of the dataset is di-
vided into the three available tracers; AV45[31], FDG,
and PiB[13].

The patients are categorized into Cognitively
normal, with Mild Cognitive Impairment, or having
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) based on the psychometric as-
sessments obtained throughout the ADNI study. Next,
the PET image is matched with the patient’s diagnostic
state at the time of the imaging procedure. This provides
us with a set of observations for each type of tracer for
each patient condition category.

2.0.1 | IRB Waiver Statement
Informed consent from the patients is obtained prior to
the assessment carried out by ADNI study team (See
ADNI website for details), and this study is a secondary
data analysis of the ADNI data collection, which aims
at providing a simplified metric to an already diagnosed
patient. The data access and usage is within the ADNI
data use agreements

2.1 | PET Image preprocessing
Image preprocessing is carried out in two steps:

1. Combining individual frames of the PET image to
form a 4D image. This is done using the fslmerge
utility included in FSL[32].

2. Registering the combined 4D image to MNI[33]
space. This is done using FreeSurfer[34]

Given the enormous volume of data, carrying out com-
putation in a sequential manner would be highly time-
consuming. Thus, to parallelize this operation, GNU Par-
allel[? ] was used. This could potentially give a maxi-
mum speedup of up to 12 times on the system we used
for computation (6-core, hyperthreaded Intel i7).

2.2 | PET Image-based NetworkConstruction
The network is constructed using the regions of inter-
est (ROIs) from the Julich Atlas[35, 36, 37]. This atlas
provides 121 ROI’s, which translates to 121 nodes or
vertices in the network. Building networks from the pre-
processed images requires the generation of adjacency
matrices. This is accomplished by computing the partial
correlation values of intensities in the PET images.

The partial correlation is calculated using the corre-
lation between two residuals; the values are computed
using N −2 ROIs as co-factors for every pair of ROIs[38].
The partial correlation values serve as the edge weights
and constitute the values in the adjacency matrices

The estimation of partial correlations[39] is a
computationally intensive task, mainly due to the
pre-calculation of residuals before computing cross-
correlation; this calculation is done in a time-optimized
manner using the R package ppcor[40].

Next, the adjacency matrices are thresholded using
a Data-Driven Thresholding Scheme Based on Orthog-
onal Minimal Spanning Trees (OMSTs)[41, 42, 21]. Net-
work thresholding serves to remove inconsequential (or
low-impact) edges and reduce the network complexity.

The Networkx[43] Python library is used for net-
work construction from the thresholded adjacency ma-
trices and subsequent percolation centrality computa-
tion.
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2.3 | Percolation CentralityComputation
Percolation centrality is a nodal metric and is calculated
for each node. The percolation centrality for each node
v at time t is calculated as shown below:

PC t (v ) = 1

(N − 2)
∑
s,v,r

σs,r (v )
σs,r

x ts[∑
x tv

]
− x tv

(1)

Where σs,r is the number of shortest paths between
nodes s and r ,
σs,r(v) is the number of shortest paths between nodes s
and r that pass-through node v ,
xit is the percolation state of node i at time t,
xit=0 indicates a non-percolated node and
xit=1 indicates a fully percolated node.

The percolation centrality value is calculated for
each network using the inbuilt function of Networkx.
This has a worst-case time complexity of O(n3), where
n is the number of nodes in the network. Using a mod-
ified form of Brandes’ fast algorithm for betweenness
centrality[44], the complexity can be reduced to O(nm),
where m is the number of edges. However, percolation
centrality calculation with target nodes cannot take ad-
vantage of this optimization and has a worst-case time
complexity of O(n3) (see supplementary data)

2.4 | Collective Influence Algorithm
The algorithm is on the basis that, given a network: the
flow of information within the network is optimal with
a minimum number of nodes that weigh heavily on
the flow of information through the said network[30].
In the context of this investigation, the small sets of
nodes/ROIs would prove to be vital in the movement
of beta-amyloid plaques.

The core idea is that the overall functioning of a net-
work in terms of the spread of information (or in our
case, movement of beta-amyloid plaques) hinges on a
specific set of nodes called influencers. This idea of
finding the most influential nodes has been previously
used in other contexts, for example, activating influen-
tial nodes in social networks to spread information[45]

or de-activating or immunizing influential nodes to pre-
vent large scale pandemics[26, 46]. In recent applica-
tions to neuroscience, thismethod has been used to find
nodes essential for global integration of a memory net-
work in rodents[29]. Our work is the first to apply it to
study the progression of AD, to the best of our knowl-
edge. In the context of this investigation, these small
sets of influential nodes/ROIs would prove to be vital in
the movement of beta-amyloid plaques.

We use the Collective Influence (CI) algorithm to
pinpoint these most influential nodes, more efficiently
than previously known heuristic techniques. CI is an op-
timization algorithm that aims to find the minimal set of
nodes that could fragment the network in optimal per-
colation, or in a sense, their removal would dismantle
the network in many disconnected and non-extensive
components. In percolation theory, if we remove nodes
randomly, the network would undergo a structural col-
lapse at a critical fraction where the probability that the
giant connected component exists isG = 0. The optimal
percolation is an optimization problem that attempts to
find the minimal fraction of influencers q to achieve the
result G (q ) = 0.

3 | RESULTS
Statistical analysis on the percolation centrality values
and the patient condition is carried out using the analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) test.

3.1 | ANOVA
The ANOVA test for each node in the network with the
null hypothesis that the mean percolation centrality of
that node is the same across the three diagnostic states,
CN, MCI, and AD(See Tables 2. & 3).

3.2 | Multivariate Linear regression
A linear regression model between the percolation cen-
trality values for all 121 nodes and psychometric test
scores - MMSE and NPIQ - is computed to identify the
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regions of interests that can be used as reliable predic-
tors. Instead of performing multiple correlations across
all three diagnoses, a multivariate regression analysis us-
ing ordinary least squares is carried out, wherein the fea-
tures are the nodal percolation centrality values and the
target variable is theMMSE or NPIQ score(See Table 4.).

4 | DISCUSSION
Graph metrics such as characteristic path length, clus-
tering coefficient, modularity, and hubs have been stud-
ied and have provided insights into the brain networks
of AD patients and control groups. Some studies have
tried to map the progression of MCI to dementia due
to AD [47, 18]; thus, network analysis and the various
graph metrics have shown potential as a tool to investi-
gate the brain networks.

The reliability of these graph metrics is question-
able since they tend to be influenced by other fac-
tors such as genetic predisposition, lifestyle, etc. Here,
based on the variance analysis and multivariate regres-
sion testing, and the percolation centrality graph metric
computed using the PET images, it is possible to show
the Alzheimer’s disease progressing through the beta-
amyloid networks.

The intensity of a voxel/node is used to determine if
the node is percolated or not; a higher intensity signifies
a percolated node, and zero or lower intensity signifies
an ability to permeate with ease(See Figure 2.).

It is observed that percolation centrality values of
certain areas of the brain, such as inferior and superior
parietal lobules, are reliable across the tracers - FDG and
PiB, whereas for most other cases, the brain areas differ
for each tracer considerably. The variation due to the
tracers could be because AV45 and PiB bind to the amy-
loids, whereas the FDG tracer reflects the neuronal cells’
glucose metabolism in a given region of interest. It is
also observed that the percolation centrality of Broca’s
area is a reliable differentiator, which validates previ-
ous findings that cognitive impairment affects speech
production[48].

Prior research shows that damage to the parietal

lobe is common in AD, which can lead to apraxia[48, 49],
which is attested by these results. AD is associated with
atrophy of the cornu ammonis, the subfield of the hip-
pocampus, and deficits in episodic memory and spatial
orientation[50, 51, 52]. It is observed that the PC values
of the hippocampus subiculum are a reliable differentia-
tor across the three stages in the case of FDG tracer.

Comparing the nodes of the network obtained from
the ANOVA test with the list of nodes in descending or-
der of influence(see Supporting Information) for each
radioisotope across all three diagnoses, Broca’s area
emerged as a good differentiator in the ANOVA tests.
It also emerged as a relatively influential node in the AD
condition in the AV45 radioisotope subset. Similarly,

1. The secondary somatosensory cortex/Parietal oper-
culum, inferior parietal lobule, and superior longitu-
dinal fascicle in the AD-FDG subset are responsi-
ble for functions such as Fine motor function areas,
arithmetic and language functions, and spatial ori-
entation.

2. WM uncinate fascicle, primary somatosensory cor-
tex, visual cortex, amygdala centromedial group,
and Insula in the AD-PiB subset, which is involved
in the following functions, specific to the retrieval
of names of people/things, proprioception, halluci-
nations, the lack of motivation in patients with AD,
autonomic control.

3. In the MCI-AV45 subset. The Premotor cortex;
in the MCI-PiB subset, the Inferior parietal lobule,
WM uncinate fascicle, and Primary somatosensory
cortex. Fine motor skills, mathematical operations,
spatial orientation and language functions, retrieval
of names, proprioception(See Figure 3.).

The collective influence algorithm yields nine rank
lists. These tables contain the ranking of the nodes, from
most influential to least, for each patient condition and
type of tracer used(see Figure 5.). Moreover, since the
influential nodes are identified using optimal percolation
theory, it validates percolation centrality as a potential
metric for diagnosis.

The PET tracers used for acquiring the images, Pitts-
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burgh Compound B (11C- PiB) and Florbetapir (18F-
AV-45), are compared to check for which among the
two tracers provide a more consistent or reliable PCv.
Here, the AV-45 tracer binds with a high affinity to the
beta-amyloid plaque, whereas PiB binds to oligomers or
protofibrils. A possible explanation for the difference in
PCv generated using these tracers would be their bind-
ing targets. The use of second-generation tracers can
help improve the accuracy and test the applicability of
percolation centrality on other neurodegenerative dis-
eases and the possibility of using it in metastatic cancer
scenarios.

Unlike AV45 and PiB, which binds to beta-amyloid
plaques and tau proteins directly, and thus indicate beta-
amyloid plaque concentrations, FDG reflects the re-
gional cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (rCGMr), pro-
viding information about the neuronal inactivity [53].
Hence, in a PET image that uses FDG, regions of higher
intensity indicate higher neuronal activity. The cur-
rent pipeline is built for tracers such as AV45 and PiB,
which indicate beta-amyloid plaque concentrations di-
rectly. However, the pipeline can work with a tracer like
FDG with some appropriate modifications, namely: tak-
ing the multiplicative inverse of the percolation states
of each of the ROIs to reflect the behavior of the FDG
tracer(See Figure 4.). The rest of the pipeline requires no
change because the edge weights for the beta-amyloid
plaque networks are calculated as pairwise partial corre-
lations between the nodal percolation states.

4.1 | Limitations
This study does not give any evidence regarding the dis-
ease progression in terms of the ROIs or patient cate-
gory. However, this can be addressed by increasing the
number of observations within each patient category.

By expanding the dataset to include more patients
and with comprehensive data that factors in healthy ag-
ing shrinkage of the brain, which results in a decrease of
the distances of the brain networks, can help improve
the reliability of the Percolation Centrality value. This
can then provide a setting for testing out other psycho-
logical assessments that can be used as early indicators

for dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease, thereby tailor-
ing it to specific demographics or population subsets.

5 | CONCLUSION
This study aims to show that percolation centrality is a
reliable predictor and identifies the nodes that regulate
the movement of beta-amyloid plaque and use them to
track the disease.

This work demonstrates that using the existing neu-
roimaging method, PET-CT, this work can add value
with relatively short computation time provided suffi-
cient hardware capability is present. The ability to pro-
vide a metric to the extent of the disease state is advan-
tageous to the current world of Alzheimer’s. Prolong-
ing life with modern-day medicine pushes patients to a
world of medical experiences that deviate from the nor-
mal. Being able to show the deviation with a value such
as percolation centrality has potential applications.

The reliability of percolation centrality can be im-
proved by addressing the concerns that arise by the fac-
tors such as the number of patients and the number of
patients within each category, time points of data collec-
tion, demographic, and the PET tracers used were the
limiting factors. Thus, this study provides the usability
of percolation centrality value to determine the state of
the patient and also sets the stage for studying other
neurodegenerative diseases.

Unlike measures such as hub centrality or between-
ness centrality, which provide information regarding a
vital vertex/node within a network, the collective influ-
ence algorithm provides a minimum set of nodes of the
network that are key to the beta-amyloid plaque move-
ment, which can provide information regarding a partic-
ular pathway that is susceptible to the disease.
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6 | FIGURES AND TABLES

F IGURE 1 The pipeline of the PET-image processing and network construction.

F IGURE 2 A connected network of all the nodes using the Julich Atlas. Green circles indicate the ROIs, the
connecting lines indicate the edges with their weights as denoted by the accompanying color bar
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F IGURE 3 Illustrates the findings of the ANOVA analysis. The green circles represent ROIs from AV45 scans
with an f-value greater than the AV45 critical f-value, the red circles represent ROIs from FDG scans with an f-value
greater than the FDG critical f-value, and the blue circles represent ROIs from PiB scans with an f-value greater than
the PiB critical f-value. The critical f-values are tabulated in Table 2.

F IGURE 4 Illustrates the ROI’s that corresponds to MMSE and NPIQ. The green circles represent ROIs
associated with the MMSE psychometric assessment, the red circles represent ROIs associated with the NPIQ
psychometric assessment, and the blue circles represent ROIs associated with both MMSE and NPIQ
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F IGURE 5 CIRCOS plot comparing ROI ranklists of MCI-FDG and MCI-PiB scans

TABLE 1 Distribution of patients
CN MCI AD

AV45 FDG PiB AV45 FDG PiB AV45 FDG PiB
272 225 13 98 418 67 117 293 19

M - 127
F - 145

M - 122
F - 103

M - 8
F - 5

M - 62
F - 36

M - 274
F - 144

M - 45
F - 22

M - 68
F - 49

M - 177
F - 116

M - 11
F - 8

Total - 510; M - 257, F - 253 Total - 582; M - 381, F - 202 Total - 429; M - 256, F - 173

TABLE 2 Number of Scans per tracer type and corresponding critical F-value
Tracer AV45 FDG PiB
No. Of scans 487 936 99
Critical f-value 3.005 3.0005 3.042
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Supporting Information
TABLE 3 Represents the following nodes that reject the ANOVA null hypothesis.

AV45
ROI F-value p-value

GM Primary somatosensory cortex BA2 L 8.5243 0.0002
GM Broca’s area BA45 R 3.2760 0.0386
GM Premotor cortex BA6 L 3.2357 0.0402

FDG
ROI F-value p-value

GM Inferior parietal lobule Pga R 4.0590 0.0176
GM Superior parietal lobule 7A L 3.4849 0.0311
GM Hippocampus subiculum R 3.4807 0.0312
GM Superior parietal lobule 7A R 3.4493 0.0322
GM Inferior parietal lobule PFcm L 3.3303 0.0362
WM Corticospinal tract R 3.0890 0.0460
WM Superior longitudinal fascicle L 3.0716 0.0468
GM Inferior parietal lobule PFt R 3.0531 0.0477
GM Anterior intra-parietal sulcus hIP1 L 3.0235 0.0491

PiB
ROI f_value p_value

GM Inferior parietal lobule PFm R 5.0120 0.0085
WM Uncinate fascicle L 4.8119 0.0102
GM Insula Id1 L 4.3022 0.0162
GM Primary somatosensory cortex BA1 L 4.1049 0.0195
WM Superior occipito-frontal fascicle R 3.9852 0.0217
GM Superior parietal lobule 5Ci R 3.9103 0.0233
GM Visual cortex V5 R 3.7558 0.0269
WM Optic radiation R 3.6645 0.0293
GM Amygdala_centromedial group R 3.5831 0.0316
WM Superior occipito-frontal fascicle L 3.5776 0.0317
WM Superior longitudinal fascicle R 3.4011 0.0374
GM Primary somatosensory cortex BA1 R 3.2338 0.0437
GM Insula Ig2 R 3.2205 0.0443
GM Insula Ig1 R 3.1774 0.0461
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TABLE 4 A summary of the MLR models between nodal percolation centrality values and MMSE score, and a list
of nodes that have p-value < 0.05

AV45
Model summary

Adjusted R-squared F-statistic Prob(F-statistic)
0.952 41.04 2.62 × 10−58

ROI p-value
GM Premotor cortex BA6 R 0.046

GM Superior parietal lobule 7P R 0.036
GM Primary somatosensory cortex BA1 L 0.011

GM Superior parietal lobule 5L L 0.004
FDG

Model summary
Adjusted R-squared F-statistic Prob(F-statistic)
0.963 147.3 3.40 × 10−322

ROI p-value
GM Inferior parietal lobule PFm R 0.044
WM Superior longitudinal fascicle L 0.044

GM Broca’s area BA44 L 0.017
WM Fornix 0.015

GM Superior parietal lobule 7PC R 0.014
WM Corticospinal tract R 0.013

GM Secondary somatosensory cortex / Parietal operculum OP3 L 0.009
GM Visual cortex V5 R 0.008
WM Corticospinal tract L 0.005

GM Anterior intra-parietal sulcus hIP2 R 0.004
GM Inferior parietal lobule PGp L 0
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ANOVAandMLR anal-
ysis on the computed
Percolation centrality
values and Identifica-
tion of Influential Nodes
of theNetwork reveal
regions of interestswithin
the brain.
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